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The neutron scattering technique has been used to investigate the mag-
netic properties of the ternary Chevrel—phase superconductor HoMo6S8.
Magnetic critical scattering is observed in the superconducting phase,
with the magnetic correlation range increasing with decreasing tempera-
ture. At the transition in which the normal state is reentered, the
system is found to develop long range ferromagnetic order, with a satu-
rated magnetic moment at low temperatures of 9.06 ± .3 UB and the spin
direction along the unique [111] trigonal axis.

Since their discovery the ternary Chevrel— panied by a transition to long range ferromag—
phase materials have been found to exhibit a Va— netic order.
riety of interesting phenomena related to their Powder neutron diffraction measurements were
superconducting and magnetic properties.’ Al— taken on a triple—axis neutron spectrometer at
though their superconducting transition tempera— the Brookhaven High Flux Beam Reactor. The in—
tures are not particularly high, they have high cident wavelength was chosen to be 2.464 A, with
upper critical fields.

2 Moreover, the materials a pyrolytic graphite filter placed in the mci—
which contain rare—earth elements also display a dent beam to suppress higher—order wavelength
strong tendency to order magnetically. This contaminations. For the measurements taken at
latter behavior allows a study of the competitive low temperatures the sample was mounted in a he—
interplay between these two cooperative phenom— hum dilution refrigerator which has a low tern—
ena. Neutron scattering is an ideal probe of the perature capability of “~ 50 inK.
magnetic properties of these systems, and the Diffraction measurements above the magnetic
first such study on Ch~vrel—phase materials was transition confirmed that HoM0

6S8 has the rhorn—
performed on ErMo6Se8. As anticipated on the bohedral (R3) crystal structure with one formula
basis of specific heat studies,

4 strong magnetic unit per unit cell. The Ho ions occupy a simple
Bragg scattering was found to develop at temper— primitive lattice which is nearly simple cubic
atures near 1 K, well below the superconducting since the rhombohedral angle is close to 90° in
transition at T~~ 5.5 K. However, the compli— these materials. A least—squares refinement of
cated diffraction patterns could not be readily the positions of eight peaks yielded rhombohe—
interpreted and the authors were unable to rule dral lattice parameters of a = 6.427 ±.003 1,
Out the possibility that only impurity phases 89.31 ±.04 at 1.0 K.
were magnetic. d5 The positions of the Mo and S in the unit

M,re recently, H0Mo
6S8 has been reporte cell have been recently determined

8 at room tam—
to undergo a superconducting transition at 1.2 K perature by X—ray scattering measurements. Our
and then to reenter the normal state at 0.64 K, measurementsof the intensities at low tempera—
with this latter transition being associated tures agreed relatively well with the intensities
with magnetic ordering. This behavior is re— calculated assumingthe Mo and S positions were
markably similar to that recently reported in identical to those at room temperature, confirm—
the ternary superconductorErRh

4B4.
6 In this ing that these positions are not strongly temper—

caseneutron scattering experiments7have ature dependent. In particular, the calculated
clearly demonstrated that the systembecomes structure factor for the {200} reflection was
ferromagnetic as superconductivity is destroyed. very small, and no {200} peak was observedin
It was therefore of considerable importance to the data. This result provides a sensitive test
undertake a neutron examination of H0M0

6S8 to of the validity of the crystal structure. We
obtain direct information on possible magnetic note that there was evidence of small amounts of
ordering. Our neutron scattering results demon— secondary phases in the sample. Because they
strate that the reentrant transition is accom—
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SCATTERING ANGLE (28)

yi~. 1 Ma8netic diffraction pattern for H0M0
6S8.

Data taken at 1.00 K (Above TM) have
been subtracted from the data taken at
0.05 K. The new Bragg peaks which de-
velop below TM coincide with the posi-
tions of the H0M06S8 nuclear peaks, es-
tablishing that the transition is to a
state of long range ferromagnetic order.

were observed to have no magnetic component, how—
+4-

ever, their presence is irrelevant as far as our = ~2 (K) [l—(R’n) ] 5(K—r) (1)
neutron measurements are concerned, dO

Complete diffraction patterns were taken where

cm , (2)from scattering angles of 2° to 800 at 1.30 K [x~-~7J= —0.2695 lO’~and 0.05 K. The difference between these tWO 2mc
patterns is shown in Fig. 1 and reflects the -*

changes associated with the phase transformation. ~i is the magnetic moment, K is the neutron momen—
The data clearly reveal that a new set of Bragg turn transferred to the crystal, ~j is the spin
peaks have developed below the phase transition. direction, ~ is a reciprocal lattice vector and
The positions of these peaks coincide with p08— (it) is the magnetic form factor. For a powder
itions of the H0Mo6S8 nuclear peaks demonstra the observed intensity of each peak is a sum of
ting conclusively that the material has become intensities from all reciprocal lattice vectors

ferromagnetic. Furthe; the observed widths of of the same length.. In general information is
the peaks in all cases agree with the calculated lost in this powder average, and thus the spin
widths due solely to instrumental resolution, ~ direction ~ may not be uniquely determined.
that the magnetic order is of long range. To be However, for a crystal structure in which there
more precise, the limitation on the instrumental is a unique axis, powder data is sufficient to
resolution places a lower limit on the magnetic ascertain the angle between the spin direction
correlation range ~ — K~ which we can estimate and this axis, which for H0M06S8 is the [1111
by the following procedure. We assume that the trigona~ axis. Pig. 2 shows a scan of the (111)
observed width has contributions both from the and (111) reflections above and below TM. We
instrumemtal resolution and an intrinsic width, see that there is no magnetic contribution to
Since the observed width appears to be only in— the (ill) refl~cti~n, and therefore we have from
strumental in origin, the intrinsic width K can Equ. (1) that K t~i = 1. Thus the 4p4n cU.&ec—
certainly be no larger than one—half this value. ~ ~ aLong -the. tjiLgona2 ax~A.
High resolutioW mqasurements place such a limit The magnetic intensities can be put on an
Ofl K of 0.003 A’~, which yields a lower limit ~, absolute basis by comparison with the nuclear
the correlation range in real space of K—l>3OO~. intensities. The ratio of these intensities can

For a simple ferromagnetic structure the be written as
neutron cross section for magnetic scattering can i — ~ p2If(~~)I2 <l=(~.~j)2>

be written as
9

nuc 2mc IFN~2 (3)2J
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~ function of temperature. The intensityFig. 3 Peak intensity of the {100} peak as a500 - above TM is due to the nuclear scatter-ing, which is temperature independent.The additional intensity below TM ‘I.,0.67 K is magnetic in origin and is pro-portional to the square of the order0- parameter.is proportional to the square of the order par-ameter. The ferromagnetic transition temperature
38 39 40 is TM ~ 0.67 K, which agrees well with the re—

SCATTERING ANGLE (28) sults of Ishikawa and Fischer
5 for the reentranttransition. Thus the transition to ferromagnetlsm

destro~sthe superconductivity, which is also the
Fig. 2 a) High resolution scans of the (111) case6’ for ErRh

4B4. We note that there is a
and (11T) reflections above and below
the transition. The difference between small but significant hysteresis (‘~ 15 inK) ob—
these two (b) scans shows that the mag-
netic contribution occurs only for the
(111) reflection, so that the easy mag-
netic axis is the trigonal (111) dir— Ho Mo6S8
ection. 1500 -

With the spin direction 1~ known, the powder aver-
age can be calculated for each observed Bragg
peak. Having calculated the nuclear structure ~
factors FN as described above, ~nly the magnetic E
moment ~, and the form factor f(-r) remain as un-
knowns. For the {lOO} reflection we find a value 1000 -

for pf of (8.85 ± .3) ii . The quoted error repre— z
sents one standard devi~tion due to the statisti— ~0
cal error and does not include estimates of pos— C)

sible systematic errors such as might be intro-
duced through uncertainties in the nuclear struc-
ture factors FN. At small momentum transfers the
aspherical contributions to the magnetic form fao-
tor are very small, so to a good approximation
f ~O} is given by the spherically averaged val— 50C0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
ue~ of 0.977. The resultant magnetic moment is T(K)
then u — 9.06 u~. This value is close to the
free ion value of 10 ~B for Hon.

The intensity of the {lOO} Bragg peak is Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of the diffuse
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. scattering at a wavevector of 0.09 A

1.
The intensity above TM is due to nuclear scatter— There is a “critical” component which
ing, which is temperature independent, peaks in intensity near the transition
while the additional intensity observed below TM temperature, and additional scattering

which builds up at low temperatures.
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served, suggesting the magnetic transition is instrumental resolution function and compared
first order, with the wavevector dependent intensity data in

In addition to the magnetic Bragg peaks, a least—squares fit, allowing at each tempera—
the data in Fig. 1 show that there is a substan— ture the inverse correlation range K to vary.
tial change in the intensity of the “background” For T ~ 0.69 K a good fit to the data was ob—
scattering. This decrease is due to the absence tamed, with the correlation range K

1 steadily
of paramagnetic scattering in the ordered phase. increasing with decreasing temperature. At
The temperature dependence of t4 scattering for T 0.69 K we found K’ = 19 1. Thus we may con—
a momentum transfer of 0.09 A1 is shown in dude that the magnetic correlations develop
Fig. 4. We note that there is the usual in— while the material is still in the superconduc—
crease in the intensity of the scattering in the ting state. On the other hand, for temperatures
vicinity of the transition temperature as would closer to the transition Equ. 4 did not give a
be expected from critical fluctuations at a good fit, with the f~t being particularly poor at
weakly first—order transition. We also note a small wavevectors (IKI <0.05 1—1). This is most
large Increase in the scattering at low tempera— likely due to the additional small angle scatter—
tures, whose origin is clearly not due to criti— ing discussed above.
cal fluctuations. This scattering is also evi— The present results establish unambiguously
dent in Fig. 1 at small scattering angles. The that RoMo

6S8 becomes ferromagnetic at low temper’-
origin of this scattering is most likely due to atures. We note, however, that the observed nag—
domain wall scattering, which has11been seen in netic transition occurs at a somewhat higher ten—
ferromagnets such as EuO and EuS,12and ferro— perature than the reentrant transition tempera—.
electrics such as lead germanate. ture found by Ishikawa and Fisher, Although this

Since the magnetic ordering temperature is difference could be ascribed to differences in
very low, the energy of the magnetic fluctua— sample composition or thermometry, a similar dis—
tions in the system is expected to be small in parity was also observed in the case of ErRh4B4.
comparison with our instrumental resolution. This suggests the possiblity that there is a
Thus at a fixed momentum transfer ~ we effec— temperature region where both ferroniagnetisn and
tively integrate over all energies of the nag— superconductivity coexist, with the superconduc—
netic excitation spectrum. Above the phase ting state being quenched only after the ferro—
transition we may expect as a first approximatlDn magnetism becomes sufficiently well developed.
that the wavevector—dependent correlation func— Additional measurements will be undertaken to as—
tion will be of the Ornstein—Zernike type: certain if this is indeed the case.
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